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1. So That Others May Live DB040971 
• A pioneer in the field of canine search-and-rescue work recounts twenty-five 

years spent in training herself and her dogs to locate people at disaster sites. 
Offers graphic accounts of efforts following the 1985 Mexico City earthquake, the 
1995 Oklahoma City bombing, and other catastrophes. 

2. All I know About Animal Behavior I learned in Loehmann's dressing room DB041732 
• Essays in which Bombeck contrasts humans, her favorite species, with other 

creatures in the animal kingdom. Animals, she says, may have "more fur, fewer 
teeth...and more interesting sex lives," but "we breathe the same air...and have 
the same goal--survival." A cheetah may be the fastest runner on earth, but 
compared to the IRS when they cash your check, the big cat is standing still. 
Bestseller. 

3. Of a Feather DB065791 
• Living on the Wind (RC 62048) author surveys American birding from colonial 

times to the twenty-first century. Examines contributions of early naturalist 
William Bartram, ornithologist Alexander Wilson, artist John James Audubon, and 
field-guide author Roger Tory Peterson. Discusses the impact of conservationism 
and technology on birding. 2007. 

4. Chosen by a Horse DB065349 
• The author, a divorced social worker and recovering alcoholic, recounts her 

adoption of a sick, emaciated mare named Lay Me Down from among forty 
rescued horses at a local SPCA. Describes how, through Lay Me Down's love, she 
was able to heal her own wounds. Bestseller. 2006. 

5. 77 Things to Know Before Getting a Cat DB094012 
• A guide for new and experienced cat owners. Starts with advice on how to find a 

cat that suits your life and family before going on to give tips on common 
behavior issues, litterboxes, feeding, grooming, healthcare, training, and more. 
2018. 

6. The Great Plains DBC12007 
• A landmark work in historical interpretation of the West, this book examines the 

causes and effects of development of the plains. It analyses the land, climate, 
barbed wire, dry farming, wells and windmills, and native animal life in a very 
readable style. 

7. The Inner Life of Animals Love, Grief and Compassion DB089929  
• Author of The Hidden Life of Trees (DB 86697) shares his observations of animal 

behavior. Examines the emotions perceived in mammals, birds, insects, and more. 
Translated from the original 2016 German edition. Bestseller. 2017. 
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8. A Place All Our Own Living and Learning in a Desert Garden DBC04957 
• The author describes the ongoing process of creating her garden in Scottsdale, 

Arizona, and the unintended consequences of sharing the space with a variety of 
bird, bug, and animal visitors. 

9. Last Stand DB084141 
• Author of The Revenant (DB 59088) chronicles the life of George Bird Grinnell 

(1849-1938), who was instrumental in creating and implementing policies 
targeted at the conservation of the American buffalo. Details Grinnell's 
adventures, advocacy, alliances with other conservation leaders, and the lasting 
effects of his efforts. Commercial audiobook. 2009. 

10.  The Philosopher and the Wolf DBC01375 
• Chronicles the decade that Rowlands raised, lived with, and shared his life with 

wolf he named Brenin. 
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